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Introduction
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) is a powerful technique for element profiling because of important attributes as: capability of detecting all the elements, high dynamic range, low.detection limits and a depth resolution which approaches to 1 nm. Nevertheless the non-linear compositional dependence of the ionization probability, phenomenon known as "matrix effect", often inhibits the possibility of obtaining reliable quantitative results [1] . Moreover, the secondary ion yields are heavily affected by the presence of reactive species (oxygen and halogens for positive ions, alkali metals for negative ions). For elements with dilute concentration in a uniform matrix, quantitative results within accuracies of 10% can be easily obtained by using ion implanted reference standards. On the other hand, the quantitative evaluation of matrix composition is not straightforward [2] and a comparison with other, more quantitative, techniques and simulation programs are necessary [3] .
An analytical method, based on molecular ions detection, has shown to be useful for compositional analysis [4] .
Molecular ions monitoring is often employed in SIMS to improve the detection of ion species which show poor dynamic ranges or are affected by mass interference. For example AsC- [5] is usually detected instead of C-in GaAs because the latter has a high background arising from residual gas species in the analysis chamber.
In the approach discussed in this work, the diatomic molecular ions MCs+, obtained from the emitted target element, M, and the primary Cs+ ion, are monitored. This mode has been firstly and successfully employed for detecting species as zinc and inert gases which usually show very poor atomic ion yields [6, 7] . The The molecular ions are probably formed via a recombination mechanism of the neutral M atom coming out at the surface and the implanted Cs+ [4, 8] . The mechanism has not been yet completely understood due to the lacking of useful experimental parameters as the cross sections values for reactions in solid matrices and the binding energies of free diatomic MCs molecules. Up to now a more detailed study trying to correlate the surface cesium concentration, the surface work function changes and the MCs+ yields, has not been faced [9] .
Moreover, the reduced matrix influence on MCs+ yield is not observed for all matrices, indeed, it depends on material as well as primary beam conditions [8] . The matrix dependence of the signal is mainly due to changes in the stationary cesium surface concentration (depending on the specimen sputtering yield) which reaches a maximum value at near normal incidence (0° with respect to the normal to sample surface) and becomes negligible above 60°. When the stationary concentration of cesium is high enough, it causes a decrease in the surface work function increasing the probability of efficient neutralization by electron tunneling, causing a depression of the MCs+ signal. This is strongly evident in silicon and aluminum matrices where the cesium retention is greater. For other materials such as germanium and gallium arsenide [8] Conversely the FeCs+ and ZrCs+ signals are flat and independent of oxygen as can be noted in Figure 2b . The electron aflinity of zirconium (0.43 eV) is greater than that of iron (0.16 eV) so that it has an higher negative elementary ion yield, which explains the lower corresponding ZrCs+ intensity.
MCs+ results are confirmed by XPS analysis. Figure 3 displays As shown in Figure 2b a good depth resolution is achieved since a low energetic beam (5.5 keV 42° ) has been used. We have estimated an interface transition width on Fe signal (considered as the width where the signal drops from 90% to 10%) of 8 nm.
Use of Cs+ rather than ai with the same primary energy, leads to reduced collisional distortions due to the higher mass of the former which consequently has a smaller projected range. This has some advantages when sharp features must be profiled especially when they are located near the surface. The lower Cs+ penetration depth causes a less extended pre-equilibrium variation which usually causes distortion of the elemental distribution near the surface.
An example of sharp structure profiling is given by an Inx Ga1-xAs "quantum well" of nominally 5 nm grown by Metal-Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition (MOCVD). The thin layer is embedded in a more complex structure consisting of several layers disposed in the sequence shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6a displays the Al, Ga, As and In depth profiles obtained by using a 5.5 keV Oi beam, the shift between the maximum of In signal and the minimum of Al is due to the different ranges of the primary beam in the different materials. Figure 6b reports the comparison with the InCs+ signal yielded by the same structure, the signals have been normalized at the same value and the differential shift has been taken into account. Although profiles show a nearly similar broadening of the decay edges, the InCs+ rising edge is better resolved.
The InxGa1-xAs layer can be considered a thin b layer [ 11 ] , i. e. it is an instrumental response function whose shape is mainly determined by mass transport effects induced by the incident ion beam. In this case the use of a conventional procedure consisting of multiplying the emitted ion intensity by an independent sensitive factor leads to an apparent concentration quantification which does not corresponds to the reality. Indeed only a sheet concentration can be deduced. Nevertheless certain features (excluding problems arising from sample topography) in the profile can be related to the growth process.
A segregation phenomenon can be identified by the heel observed at the rising edge of the InCs+ profile, and the In accumulation at the first GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs interface.
The last example is a typical ask of semiconductor industry regarding dopant profiling of As in Si used for shallow n-p junction. Figure 7 shows the results attained by the three different modes. As-mode shows better detection limits but is affected by signal collisional broadening. On 
Conclusions
The MCs+ method of SIMS analysis has been applied by using a magnetic sector spectrometer. In such an instrument, when using a Cs+ beam, the more achievable grazing angle of incidence with respect to the surface normal (42° ) lies below the indicated limit condition (60° ) for matrix effect reduction.
Nevertheless for all the analyzed samples strong reduction of matrix effect has been observed, even in presence of high reactive elements concentrations. These results suggest that for the investigated samples the sputtering yield dependent cesium concentration remains small and does not affect the surface work function.
Under these condition linear calibration curves for an accurate quantification can be attained. An example of this has been given for InxGa1-xAs layers.
Good depth resolution and reduction of transient near the surface region has been also observed.
